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Chapter 261: Sl*t, The Gu Family Does Not Welcome You, Get Out... 

Gu Sisi questioned angrily with a sullen expression. 

Luo Zheng nodded and admitted, “Yeah, that’s the case.” 

She then glared at Xi Qianqian who was obviously gloating and using Gu Sisi against her! 

“Sl*t, you must have pestered Senior Mubai shamelessly and left him with no choice but to agree. Didn’t 

you?” 

Seeing that Luo Zheng had directly admitted to it, Gu Sisi lost her temper and tried to rile up Luo Zheng. 

She and Luo Zheng were often at odds with each other because they both carried a torch for Xi Mubai 

and neither of them were willing to admit defeat. 

Fortunately, Luo Zheng used to be foolish and would wear heavy makeup all the time and keep on 

boasting about her feelings for Xi Mubai, making the latter feel utterly disgusted. 

However, she somehow changed drastically and became much prettier. She even tried to play hard to 

get and openly declared that she no longer loved Xi Mubai. 

That was also the reason she managed to catch Xi Mubai’s attention and hence, Gu Sisi was green with 

envy. 

Tonight, she painstakingly waited for Xi Mubai to turn up and initially wanted to invite him to do the first 

dance with her... To her surprise, he turned her down and refused to tell her who his partner for the 

night was. 

Later on, she finally found out from Xi Qianqian that his partner was Luo Zheng! 

Xi Qianqian and Xi Mubai had fought over that... and ever since then, Xi Qianqian and Gu Sisi ganged up 

in a bid to deal with Luo Zheng! 

“That’s not true! In fact, your Senior Mubai is the one who took the initiative to invite me. I was the 

one... who had no choice but to agree!” 

Luo Zheng did not stop smiling as she spoke nonchalantly. 

Gu Sisi listened and immediately flew into a rage. She pointed at the door and said, “Luo Zheng, you are 

so cheap, why don’t you look at yourself? It’s impossible for Senior Mubai to invite you! You’re not 

welcome here at the Gu Family’s banquet. Get lost... ” 

“Hah, what a joke. You’re just a cousin of the Gu Family. Who are you to be so arrogant? Well, the 

person who invited me to the banquet is Gu Changye and he’s the only person who can make me leave! 

Do you really have what it takes to chase me away?” 

Luo Zheng retorted calmly without fear for Gu Sisi who was of a lowly status! 

Gu Changye... 



Gu Sisi shuddered upon hearing his name and she spluttered, “You you you ... you’re uttering bullshit! 

Why would Brother invite you?” 

All of a sudden, she glanced at Luo Zheng before noticing the silk handkerchief. “Surely, you and Brother 

have an abnormal relationship... ” 

“I didn’t expect you to be so interested in Young Master’s private affairs! Well, I shall ask Gu Changye to 

answer you personally, how does that sound?” 

Luo Zheng interrupted and deliberately changed the subject, not wanting anyone to pay attention to her 

neck. 

Although Gu Sisi was known to be a cousin of the Gu Family on the surface, she was in fact an 

illegitimate daughter... whom everyone despised and insulted. 

Gu Changye was undoubtedly the person she feared the most because he was just like the devil’s 

incarnate who would induce terror within her with just one glance! 

She obviously wouldn’t interact with him, for fear that she would lose her life! 

Gu Sisi turned pale and was intimidated after hearing Luo Zheng’s words. 

Useless! 

Xi Qianqian thought to herself before staring at her glass of red wine ruthlessly. 

At the next moment, Xi Qianqian stepped forward with two glasses of red wine, and pretended to be the 

peacemaker. “Sisi, look, we’re all sisters and it’s rare for us to get together, why are you going against 

each other?” 

She paused and looked at Luo Zheng while handing her a glass of wine smilingly. “Zheng, we used to 

have misunderstandings. Why don’t we shake hands and bury the hatchet tonight? Come, cheers... “ 

Chapter 262: Plotting Against... 

Luo Zheng looked at Xi Qianqian’s pretentious smile before glancing at the glass of red wine again. 

Sisters? 

How ridiculous! If I remember correctly, Xi Qianqian hates me to the core. How could she make peace 

with me so easily!?! 

“Qianqian, you’re always so kindhearted!” Gu Sisi added nicely. 

Xi Qianqian answered magnanimously, “Sisi, we’re all in the same circle. Must you make things so 

unhappy for us all?” 

She then continued to glance at Luo Zheng before tipping her glass of red wine forward, almost touching 

Luo Zheng’s lips. “Zheng, what do you say? Shall we make up on my brother’s account?” 

The thought of her brother mentioning not long ago that the female partner he invited was Luo Zheng, 

made Xi Qianqian so infuriated that her chest hurt. 



It was because of Luo Zheng that her legs were destroyed forever. She had to limp around and could no 

longer dance. 

Unexpectedly, the brother who used to love and dote on her greatly in the past, not only did not hate 

Luo Zheng, he even continued to keep in touch with her! 

I really don’t know what Luo Zheng did to win Brother’s heart and make him so muddled up... Tonight, I 

must take revenge and show Brother how cheap she is! 

Luo Zheng glanced at the red wine and smiled before grabbing it from Xi Qianqian. 

When the waiter walked past her, she grabbed a stack of napkins from his tray. 

“Miss Xi, you’re right! Come, let’s toast... ” 

Luo Zheng raised her glass slowly while replying. 

Just as Xi Qianqian and Gu Sisi were focusing on Luo Zheng, the latter took a small sip of wine. 

She then grinned at them and raised her chin, gesturing for them to take a sip too. 

After making sure that Luo Zheng had really finished the wine, a look of excitement formed in their eyes 

and they drained their glasses of wine in high spirits. 

Luo Zheng leaned towards the side and placed the napkin on her mouth, after which she spat the wine 

out. 

She then dumped the napkins aside. 

Her movements were fluid, natural and swift, so much that they didn’t notice at all. 

She then turned around to look at them. 

Xi Qianqian pulled Gu Sisi away joyously, looking forward to watching a good show. “Zheng, we shall go 

get some rest. Help yourself... ” 

“Wait a minute... ” Luo Zheng suddenly called out. 

The two of them were confused. 

Luo Zheng ignored Xi Qianqian and instead looked at Gu Sisi, “Miss Gu, could you spare me some of your 

time? I have something important... to discuss with you!” 

Seeing Luo Zheng as her rival in love, Gu Sisi was shocked and confused. 

Luo Zheng glanced at Xi Qianqian and said calmly, “Miss Xi, you do need to get some rest. After all... 

there’s something wrong with your leg and you can’t stand for long!” 

“Luo Zheng, what did you say!?”! Xi Qianqian’s face grew sullen and her tone became high-pitched. 

Luo Zheng smirked and stared at her leg. “I’m just stating facts.” 

Xi Qianqian was about to flare up. 



During the critical juncture, she was reminded of the wine that she had meticulously prepared for Luo 

Zheng and hence, dug her fingernails deep into her flesh to get a grip on her emotions. 

She then forced a smile and said, “Yeah, Zheng is right. You guys go ahead!” She then turned around and 

limped away while resentment grew within her. 

Luo Zheng, just you wait and see. You’ll be in tears in no time! 

As soon as Xi Qianqian departed, Gu Sisi looked at Luo Zheng in bewilderment and was about to 

question her. 

To her surprise, Luo Zheng said, “Miss Gu, would you like to marry... your Senior Mubai?” 

She could not help but be shocked as she asked carefully. “What... do you mean?” 

Luo Zheng grabbed the bottom of the glass and swirled her wine. “What did you guys spike my drink 

with?” 

Gu Sisi quivered and took a step back in shock. “You... ” 

“Did you... put an aphrodisiac or something of sorts?” 

Luo Zheng asked indifferently, and then looked at Gu Sisi’s expression again, only to be certain of her 

guess. 

“Hah, so you really added aphrodisiacs. How corny! I’m not trying to criticize you but can’t you add 

something different? How boring... ” 

“Luo Zheng, how did you know?!! No, you knew it all along, so why did you drink it!?!” 

Gu Sisi felt incredibly flustered and felt like she could not understand Luo Zheng at all. 

“Well, I can’t help it since your acting chops are so terrible! I drank it because... I wanted to play along 

with you guys, of course!” 

Chapter 263: Plotting Against Gu Sisi, Make Her Marry Xi Mubai! 

Luo Zheng sighed and blinked at her sultrily. 

Seeing this, Gu Sisi soundlessly moved her lips in utter shock, unsure of what she should say. 

The only thing in her head was... Luo Zheng knows everything! 

“What did you mean?” Gu Sisi could not help but ask about what Luo Zheng said at the start. 

“I mean, I want to help you... get what you wished for!” 

Luo Zheng smirked as her rosy lips curled beautifully. She looked just like an angel that had fallen into 

hell – beautiful, mysterious and dangerous. 

Luo Zheng then curled her finger at Gu Sisi. 

Gu Sisi was stuck in a dilemma at first but soon began to walk towards Luo Zheng slowly. 

Luo Zheng then tiptoed and whispered into her ear. 



She smiled and asked, “What do you think of this idea?” 

Gu Sisi blushed shyly and waved her hands continuously. “No... how can that do... no... ” 

“Why not? Or... do you not want to marry Xi Mubai?” 

Luo Zheng snorted with laughter and contempt. 

“Of course not! But... ” 

Gu Sisi felt conflicted at the thought of Luo Zheng’s idea. “If we plot against Senior Mubai, he’d 

definitely hate me... ” 

“You’re making it sound like he’s going to fall in love with you otherwise! Gu Sisi, this is your only 

opportunity. You can get what you want as long as you seize it! Are you willing to watch him get married 

and have children with someone else?” 

Luo Zheng was like a deceptive demon trying to destroy Gu Sisi’s composure and draw her in by 

manipulating her hidden greed for Xi Mubai. 

Watch Senior Mubai get married and have children with someone else? 

Gu Sisi’s heart ached at the mere thought of it. 

Luo Zheng looked down and smiled before continuing, “Or do you think that if you suck up to Xi 

Qianqian, she would actually help set you up with him? You know clearly what kind of a person Xi 

Qianqian is. Swallowing your pride and succumbing to her might not give you what you want. Are you 

willing to see that?” 

Gu Sisi’s heart sank again. 

Because of Xi Mubai, she racked her brains and tried her best to get close to Xi Qianqian, in hopes that 

the latter would set her up with him! 

Unfortunately, Xi Qianqian had a bad temper and was particularly arrogant and overbearing. Hence, Gu 

Sisi had to be patient and force herself to put up with it while making sacrifices. 

What did she get in return? 

Whenever she thought about how low she stooped to get Xi Qianqian to put in a good word for her in 

front of Xi Mubai, she would feel incredibly annoyed and frustrated! 

So what if she’s Senior Mubai’s sister? Senior Mubai is the one I fancy, not Xi Qianqian! 

Who is she to act all high up in the air and treat me like a dog who’s at her beck and call? How 

infuriating! 

“No, I’m not!” 

Gu Sisi clenched her fists tightly and barked in anger. 

“Since you are not appeased, are you sure... you don’t want to seize this rare opportunity in front of you 

now?” 



Luo Zheng smiled with satisfaction, knowing fully that Gu Sisi would definitely agree. 

As expected, Gu Sisi agreed without hesitation. 

Although Luo Zheng’s plan was risky, it seemed feasible and she had to grasp the opportunity! 

Feeling anxious and worried, she asked, “If Senior Mubai finds out... ” 

“So what if he does? The person who spiked your drink was neither you or I! It was his wonderful 

sister... “ 

Chapter 264: Getting What She Wished For 

Luo Zheng chuckled and interrupted her calmly. 

Gu Sisi’s eyes glistened as she heard the key word there. 

Yeah, the person who spiked the drink is Xi Qianqian. Who else can he blame? 

By then, the deed would have been done and even if he finds out the truth after investigating, it won’t 

have anything to do with me. Well, I can just pretend to be the victim! 

“How can I get Senior Mubai to drink this glass of wine? It’s best if he won’t suspect me... ” 

Gu Sisi asked, having made up her mind to do what Luo Zheng said. 

That was the only way she could win his heart! 

However, she couldn’t serve the wine to him in person because once she appeared... Xi Mubai would 

definitely suspect her! 

Luo Zheng smiled and said with a lackluster gaze, “You don’t have to worry about the alcohol. I’ll send it 

to him personally and watch him finish it.” 

Glancing at Gu Sisi, she said derisively, “You just have to get the room ready, wash yourself clean, and... 

prepare to give yourself to him!” 

Gu Sisi blushed immediately as her heart began to race. 

At the thought of being able to get her Senior Mubai who, she had been yearning for, she almost 

jumped for joy. 

However, her pupils suddenly constricted and she was reminded of an important issue. “Luo Zheng, are 

you deliberately trying to set me up? I refuse to believe that you’re that kind hearted! After all, you’re 

much more smitten with Senior Mubai than I am... ” 

She was too preoccupied with the plan, so much that she neglected the fact that the person sharing the 

plan with her was Luo Zheng, her greatest enemy... The two of them had been at odds against each 

other for almost two years because of Xi Mubai. 

Yet, Luo Zheng suddenly offered to help her win Xi Mubai’s heart out of nowhere. She wouldn’t believe 

it at all! 

How silly of me to have only thought about this now! 



Luo Zheng smirked and questioned nonchalantly, “What else can you do, other than trust me?” 

Gu Sisi choked and fell speechless. 

She then stopped probing. 

Unfortunately, Luo Zheng was no longer in the mood to chat and hence, turned around to leave. 

“As long as you listen to me obediently, I’ll send Senior Mubai onto your bed!” 

... 

Luo Zheng observed the large hall and paced back and forth in a bid to find Xi Mubai while holding onto 

the spiked wine. 

Her plan was exactly the same as the one she told Gu Sisi. 

She wanted to frame Xi Mubai and let Gu Sisi take him to the room after he had been drugged. The two 

of them would then start sleeping with each other... By then, she would take the guests to the room and 

catch them in bed! 

Gu Sisi was in fact the illegitimate daughter of the Gu Family and hence, they would definitely demand 

an explanation. 

The Xi Family and Gu Family were both the four major families. What would the best solution be then? 

To let them get married of course! 

Although she had drawn up the plan at the last minute, she found it to be a great idea. 

Her main purpose of attending the banquet tonight was to strike the deal with Gu Changye, and to... 

gather all of her enemies. Mu Nianqing was the only one who was absent! 

While she was thinking about it, the noisy crowd suddenly fell silent and gathered in the middle. 

Luo Zheng raised her head to see that Mr. and Mrs. Gu were holding each other’s hand and making their 

way up the stage smilingly, followed by a man who was about 20 years old. 

He had a handsome face and a warm smile. It was obviously Gu Jingxuan, the second Young Master of 

the Gu Family. 

The family of three seemed harmonious and enviable on the surface. 

Everyone praised them while Luo Zheng looked down and smirked derisively. 

“Look! Is that... Gu Changye, the Young Master of the Gu Family?” 

Chapter 265: Gu Changye Puts A Ring on Qi Sumei’s Finger, Are You Happy Marrying Me? 

Suddenly, the crowd began to cheer. 

Greatly taken aback, Luo Zheng raised her head to see that a suave and stunning man was making his 

way onto the stage with a woman whose hand he was holding onto. 

The couple walked up the stage and stood beside Mr. and Mrs. Gu, as well as Gu Jingxuan. 



Many people recognized them to be Gu Changye and his fiancee, Qi Sumei. 

Most of the people present were important figures who had high statuses. However, because of this, 

they all knew that Gu Changye had an ailment. 

However, they were unsure if it was true that Gu Changye was sexually impotent. 

At this moment, Gu Changye and Qi Sumei looked extremely loving, for he was being rather tender and 

affectionate with her. 

Everyone began discussing about them again. 

There were endless praises about them being childhood sweethearts, a match made in heaven, and 

sharing a loving relationship. 

Finding it to be extremely boring, Luo Zheng looked away and continued searching for Xi Mubai. 

All of a sudden, she heard him say unexpectedly, “Tonight, we celebrate my parents’ 30th wedding 

anniversary. At the same time, I’d like to announce a piece of good news with everyone... ” 

When he said this, Gu Changye looked extremely gorgeous and dashing under the bright lights. 

He scanned the crowd with his eyes. 

However, he kept his eyes fixed on Luo Zheng after just a few seconds. 

Luo Zheng then shuddered, feeling terrified and as if her life was in danger. She felt just like a prey that 

had been targeted by a predator. 

He squinted at Luo Zheng and put his arm around Qi Sumei’s waist before continuing with a smile, “I 

hereby introduce to everyone, my fiancee, Qi Sumei. We’ve been engaged since we were young and 

she’s as precious to me as a gem! I’m suddenly envious of my parents’ loving marriage so I have plans to 

get married... ” 

At the same time, he extended his ring finger, on which there was a ring. 

He took it off slowly and handed it to Qi Sumei. “So, in front of everyone tonight, I’d like to ask, Sumei, 

will you... marry me?” 

No one expected Gu Changye to propose in front of everyone, and hence, were all astonished! 

Qi Sumei was the most shocked, as she turned pale, though it was obviously not out of joy. “Ye, isn’t this 

a little too hasty... ” 

“Young Master is so devoted and affectionate. I’m so envious! Marry him... Marry him... Marry him... 

Marry him... ” 

Before Qi Sumei even finished speaking, one of the female guests wailed. 

Luo Zheng then placed her glass of red wine down and applauded hurriedly, taking the lead. 

Everyone snapped out of their trances and applauded along. 

“Marry him... Marry him... Marry him...” 



Those words filled the entire hall. 

Qi Sumei turned him down tactfully but her voice was drowned out by the crowd. She had no choice but 

to bite her lip shyly. 

However, they didn’t know who started it! 

Mr. and Mrs. Gu were still smiling but Gu Jingxuan’s smile turned into a gloomy expression. 

Luo Zheng then picked up the glass of wine and retreated quietly while everyone cheered on. 

She watched as Gu Changye put a ring on Qi Sumei’s finger onstage. 

Tsk, tsk, Gu Changye, seems like this is all I can do to help you! 

Gu Changye then looked down and watched as Luo Zheng walked towards the door. 

His amber eyes turned gloomy. 

Sensing that Qi Sumei’s palm was getting sweaty, he looked at her and asked, “Sumei, are you happy 

marrying me?” 

Chapter 266: Luo Zheng, Don’t Be Like This... 

Qi Sumei tried her best to calm down before answering calmly, “Ye, you know clearly that there’s 

nothing for me to feel. If you want me to marry you, I will! Anyways, I’m destined to be your wife, aren’t 

I?” 

Gu Changye smiled mirthlessly before glancing at Gu Jingxuan. “Brother, aren’t you going to 

congratulate me?” 

At this moment, Gu Jingxuan had regained his composure. He smiled and said, “Brother, of course I’d 

congratulate you and Sumei on getting married! I wish you an everlasting marriage... ” 

“You should be calling Sumei ‘Sister-in-law’ instead.” Gu Changye suddenly interrupted him with 

complicated emotions. 

Before Gu Jingxuan even answered, Gu Changye inched closer towards Qi Sumei and bit her earlobe. 

“Sumei, aren’t I... right?” 

Qi Sumei shuddered and nodded frantically like a sculpture. 

No one noticed the menace hidden in Gu Changye’s eyes. 

He had already laid out the trap. In order to prove that Luo Zheng was telling the truth, he would simply 

have to see... if the prey will take the bait! 

There was a strange tension in the air but fortunately, Mr. and Mrs. Gu stepped forth and brought up an 

important point. “Changye, Jingxuan, the important guests are about to enter. I’ll go out to receive 

them.” 

Upon hearing those words, Gu Changye looked down, his eyelashes covering his eyes. “I must be a good 

host to the valued guests!” 



... 

The theme of the Gu Family’s banquet tonight was Mr. and Mrs. Gu’s wedding anniversary. 

Hence, most of the guests invited were couples. 

The open space outside the hall was decorated lavishly, and was used as a holding space for the guests. 

From afar, Luo Zheng watched as her uncle, Luo Shuyuan, chatted with others together with Luo Tingxue 

and her brother. She hesitated and contemplated if she should go forth to greet them. 

“So you’re here, Luo Zheng.” 

She heard a voice coming from behind her. 

She turned around to see that it was Xi Mubai. 

“I’m sorry for being late. I ran into someone I knew so I got held up while chatting with them.” 

It was rare of Xi Mubai to apologize and explain himself. 

Luo Zheng looked away and glanced at the glass of wine in her hand which she could finally hand to him. 

“It’s alright, the banquet has just begun. Unfortunately, you missed Young Master Gu’s proposal!” 

She paused and handed him the glass of wine. “You invited me to be your female partner but you 

showed up late. By right, shouldn’t you be drinking a glass of wine as a punishment?” 

Xi Mubai nodded and looked at her calm smile, feeling a little stunned. 

A month ago, he would have never expected Luo Zheng to become his female partner for the banquet. 

After a while, he recovered from the shock and said, “I drove here myself, so it’s better for me to abstain 

from drinking.” 

Luo Zheng’s eyes lit up and she asked softly, “How can you not drink any wine at a banquet? Senior 

Mubai, are you just looking for an excuse?” 

“No... ” 

Xi Mubai was about to deny but Luo Zheng pressed the glass against his lips and interjected, “Or, do you 

want me to... feed you, Senior Mubai?” 

She had charming features and a bright and alluring smile. She looked completely different from her 

past self who would put on heavy makeup all the time! 

Xi Mubai felt uneasy somehow. Not wanting her to feed him, he grabbed the glass of wine and said, 

“Luo Zheng, don’t be like this... ” 

“Don’t be like what? Senior Mubai, why don’t I get what you’re saying... ” Luo Zheng tilted her head, 

pretending to be innocent and harmless. 

Xi Mubai was shocked speechless. 



“Senior Mubai, do you hate me to the extent that... you refuse to drink the wine I offer you!?! If that’s 

the case, why did you ask me to be your partner for tonight?” 

Chapter 267: She Calls Him “Brother Mubai”, Men Are All Cheap! 

“No, I don’t hate you!” Xi Mubai immediately denied without hesitation. 

He then looked away and asked, “Can you... stop calling me Senior Mubai?” 

Luo Zheng felt that Xi Mubai was really behaving strangely and was a little annoyed. 

I just want him to drink the wine. Why is he making it so troublesome!?! 

Luo Zheng tapped her lips with her finger and said after some thought, “If I don’t address you as Senior 

Mubai... what should I address you as? Why don’t you tell me?” 

Xi Mubai held his breath, unable to give her an answer. 

Perhaps, even he himself did not know why he made that request... somehow, he felt inexplicably sad 

when he heard her addressing him as Senior Mubai in a distant and cold tone. 

While he was in a trance, she spoke again, “I can’t possibly address you as ‘Brother Mubai’ like I used to 

in the past, can I?” 

Brother Mubai... 

Not long ago, he felt disgusted with the way that she addressed him. 

At this moment, he wanted to try and accept it! 

“Sure, I allow you to address me that way.” Xi Mubai said again unnaturally. 

“Do you want me to call you Brother Mubai?” 

Luo Zheng rolled her eyes. She was clearly still young and puerile. Yet, she was extremely sultry. 

Her simple actions were enough to make his heart race. 

“Okay, you shall address me that way then.” Xi Mubai nodded firmly. 

If it weren’t for the fact that she had learned to control her emotions, Luo Zheng would have really 

laughed out loud. 

What a joke! 

I used to address him as Brother Mubai for ten years, and he had always detested it... What has gotten 

into him? Why did he accept it so easily!?! 

Hah, men are indeed... cheap! 

“I shall ask you this again, Brother Mubai. Are you willing to drink the wine I just offered you?” 

Luo Zheng smiled and gestured for him to drink the wine. 



Somehow, Xi Mubai found her voice to be more and more alluring... Staring at the way that she was 

gazing at him, his heart began to race and his face turned hot. 

While trying to hide his emotions, he did not turn her down and instead raised the glass and drank it. 

“Finish it.” 

Luo Zheng said after noticing that he was about to put the glass down after just taking a sip. 

Xi Mubai was slightly stunned while Luo Zheng suddenly grabbed the glass to stop him from placing it 

down. “It’s just a glass of red wine, isn’t it? Surely you can finish it? Or is your liquor level so poor that 

you’d get drunk from just one glass of red wine, Brother Mubai?” 

She was stunningly gorgeous and her smile was nonchalant yet sultry. It was as if she was seducing him. 

Xi Mubai unknowingly finished the glass of red wine under Luo Zheng’s persuasion. 

“Now that’s better, Brother Mubai!” Staring at the glass of wine in high spirits, Luo Zheng patted his 

face. 

Xi Mubai had been busy with school throughout the years and hence, had never been in a relationship. 

Although he had plenty of admirers... there were very few who touched him that way. 

After all, he had become a clean freak over the years and even his mother and sister would do their best 

to keep a distance from him because they were aware of his habits. 

Surprisingly, he didn’t detest her at all! 

His ears began to turn warmer while his heart skipped a beat. 

Staring at the girl in front of him, he suddenly thought of the “seduction strategy”! 

“Senior Mubai, why do you keep staring at me? Is there something on my face... “ 

Chapter 268: Zheng meets Mu Nianqing again 

Luo Zheng frowned, and noticed that he was actually staring at her with a shy and tender gaze. 

She felt rather confused instead of being surprised. 

What feelings... can Xi Mubai have towards me? Hah, I must have seen wrongly. The person he likes is 

Mu Nianqing! 

Mu Nianqing... 

Luo Zheng scanned her surroundings and thought, the banquet has already begun. Mu Nianqing must be 

nearby! 

“Luo Zheng, what happened... to your neck?” Xi Mubai asked tenderly. 

When he arrived, he had already noticed that she was wearing a white silk handkerchief on her neck 

which stood out from the rest of her outfit. 



At this moment, he finally realized that there seemed to be some marks on her neck which resembled 

an injury. 

“I’m fine, it has nothing to do with you!” Luo Zheng answered with a frown. 

Knowing that she was just trying to brush him off, Xi Mubai’s eyes turned a little gloomy. He noticed that 

she had turned around and was about to leave. Hence, he grabbed her and asked, “Luo Zheng, where 

are you going?” 

He then paused and realized that he was showing her too much concern. He explained, “The banquet 

has already begun. You’re my partner so you should do the first dance with me.” 

The Gu Family banquet officially began and numerous guests entered the dance floor in pairs, 

accompanied by melodious music. 

Luo Zheng was rather annoyed because she only agreed to be his partner for the banquet, for the sake 

of spiting Mu Nianqing, not to dance with him! 

“After the first dance, I’ll introduce you to a friend... ” 

Xi Mubai said at the thought of Mu Nianqing whom he had run into not long ago. 

Luo Zheng looked a little puzzled, and listened to his serious explanation. “I heard that you made a bet 

with your class teacher. Luo Zheng, don’t let your anger rule your head. Your grades are too poor, you 

need to have a tutor as soon as possible if you want to graduate! The friend I’m going to introduce you 

to, does very well academically. She can tutor you... ” 

“Xi Mubai, have you got too much time on your hands?” Luo Zheng suddenly interjected. 

At the thought of him having already downed the wine, she exclaimed, “If you’re that free, why don’t 

you pay attention to yourself instead!?!” 

She then shrugged his hand away, clearly extremely annoyed. 

Displeased to have been rejected, he said in displeasure, “Luo Zheng, you... ” 

“Mu Nianqing!” 

Luo Zheng interjected again, her usually tender and mellow voice becoming sharp and high-pitched. 

Her eyes were wide open and she stared at a corner. 

She was staring at Mu Nianqing! 

Xi Mubai was puzzled and couldn’t help but ask, “Do you know Mu Nianqing? What a coincidence, she is 

the friend I want to introduce to you.” 

Luo Zheng’s blood seemed to have frozen when she heard his words. She turned to look at him while 

allowing her resentment to show. 

Introducing Mu Nianqing to me and getting her to be my tutor? What an “honor”! 

“Luo Zheng, are you... alright?” 



Her smile faded and her face turned pale. Resentment was written all over her face and she looked 

rather daunting. 

All of a sudden, she seemed to have become a completely different person who had experienced the 

tragic experiences of life. 

“Ah!” 

After a while, Luo Zheng chuckled with melancholy. 

She then turned around and sprinted towards Mu Nianqing. 

“Luo Zheng... ” 

Xi Mubai quickly called her name but she did not stop at all. 

Without hesitation, he chased after her quickly. 

At the same time, he suddenly felt weak, warm and a little feeble, though he was unsure if it was just an 

illusion. 

He had no choice but to loosen his tie in a bid to dispel the heat. 

He then ignored the discomfort and continued to chase after her. 

Chapter 269: Rushing Into Brother Cheng’s Embrace 

Have you ever hated someone so much!?! 

You put your heart and soul into treating her well and you treat her like your sister in a bid to befriend 

her. 

As long as she fancied it, you would give it to her unconditionally without any complaints. 

You beg her with all your heart, and your only wish is for her to not steal your crush away. 

... 

What happened in the end? 

The Mu Family had been lying to her for more than ten years to cheat her out of her mother’s assets. 

When her biological father sent people from Britain to look for her, Mu Nianqing assumed her identity. 

Mu Nianqing took away everything that she had, leaving nothing behind. 

However, those were just material possessions that she didn’t care about. Right from the beginning to 

the end... the only person she wanted was Xi Mubai! 

However, in the end, Mu Nianqing still snatched Xi Mubai away even though she did not love him. In 

fact, she even got pregnant with his child and forced Luo Zheng to divorce him and donate her kidney to 

her. 

In Luo Zheng’s previous life, Mu Nianqing simply said one sentence to her before she left. “Luo Zheng, 

you’ve lost.’ 



Yeah, Luo Zheng ended up losing everything to her. 

She hated Jiang Xinlei, the Mu Family and Xi Mubai. Resentment drowned her soul... However, Mu 

Nianqing was still the one she hated most, because she was the one who planned everything to ruin Luo 

Zheng’s life! 

Mu Nianqing... Mu Nianqing... Mu Nianqing... 

Originally, she thought she could be calm. 

It wasn’t until this moment where she met Mu Nianqing again, that she knew... how terrifying 

resentment was! 

Luo Zheng ran into the hall, looking round and round, only to realize that Mu Nianqing was nowhere in 

sight. 

At last, she kept her eyes fixed on the corridor of the hall. 

Entering the hallway, the warm yellow lights cast down on her and she realized that no one was around. 

All of a sudden, she heard some footsteps coming from the end of the corridor. 

Luo Zheng bit her lip and scurried over. 

Bang! 

There was a corner at the end and Luo Zheng’s pace was so quick that she unexpectedly collided with 

someone as soon as she made a turn. 

“Ouch...” 

The man’s chest muscles were so taut that Luo Zheng was filled with immense, tear-jerking pain when 

she hit her forehead against it. 

She then staggered and almost fell onto the ground. 

At the critical moment, he stretched his arm out and put it around her waist to stop the tragedy. 

Luo Zheng failed to recognize the familiar scent of tobacco and simply rubbed her forehead before 

raising her head in anger. “You... ” 

Before she even finished, she made eye contact with him and her mind turned blank. She called 

subconsciously, “Brother Cheng... ” 

Behind him was Mr. and Mrs. Gu, Gu Jingxuan, Qi Sumei and... Gu Changye. 

“Whose daughter are you? How dare you run around like this!?! You really lack etiquette... ” 

Seeing that Luo Zheng had disturbed an important guest, Mrs. Gu came forward and chided her, worried 

that she would upset him. 

Qi Sumei immediately recognized her and she asked softly, “Ye, is she your woman?” 



Gu Changye squinted and stared at Luo Zheng while tightening his grip around her waist. “How could 

that be? You’re my only woman, Sumei.” 

Luo Zheng didn’t care about what everyone was saying, for the man in front of her was all she cared 

about. 

She blinked to make sure that her eyes weren’t playing tricks on her. What is Mr. Bodyguard doing here? 

She then rubbed her eyes foolishly and took another glimpse. 

She was not hallucinating. Bo Hancheng was right there! 

Luo Zheng suddenly held her breath and no longer wanted to look for Mu Nianqing. 

At the next moment, she pushed him away and wriggled out of his embrace before turning around in a 

bid to flee. 

Why? 

Don’t ask her. She truly had no idea. She only knew that she was somehow feeling guilty... she dared not 

face him at all! 

As soon as she took a step forward, he placed his hand on her shoulder and questioned, “Why are you 

trying to run away?” 

Chapter 270: Mr. Bo, Luo Zheng Is My Person, I Naturally Have To Be Responsible For Her! 

“You, you, you... you got the wrong person! I don’t know you... ” Luo Zheng denied. 

She felt like crying. 

Damn it, what nonsense am I blabbering about!?! 

“Hah, is that so?” Bo Hancheng chuckled and questioned when he heard her words. 

Later on, Luo Zheng shivered and stopped looking aloof! 

“Mr. Bo, is she your partner?” Gu Jingxuan asked in bewilderment. 

Bo Hancheng’s eyes turned gloomy and he said, “No... ” 

“She’s not!” Before Bo Hancheng could finish, a voice interrupted him. 

Xi Mubai was scurrying towards them! 

He stepped forward and grabbed Luo Zheng’s wrist before explaining, “I’m sorry, Mr. and Mrs. Gu, she’s 

my partner! I apologize on her behalf if she had accidentally offended you.” 

“Apologize on her behalf? Who are you to do that!?!” Bo Hancheng barked angrily in an austere tone. 

Greatly stunned, Xi Mubai asked, “Professor Bo, what are you doing here?” 

Professor Bo? 

The Gu Family members looked at each other in dismay and puzzlement. 



Xi Mubai did not stop and instead glanced at Luo Zheng before continuing, “Professor Bo, Luo Zheng is 

mine, I must be responsible towards her! We still have something to discuss, please let go of her... ” 

“F**k!” While Luo Zheng was tensing up, she cursed. 

She initially wanted to feign ignorance and escape after denying her identity. 

However, Xi Mubai mentioned her name to aggravate matters! 

The situation was chaotic and beyond her expectation! 

Can someone tell me that I’m dreaming? This must be a dream! 

Otherwise, why would Mr. Bodyguard be here at the Gu Family’s banquet? Not only did I run into him, 

Xi Mubai even made things worse! 

“She’s yours?” Bo Hancheng glared at Xi Mubai before turning to look at Luo Zheng. 

At the next moment, he glared daggers at her, almost sinking his palm into her shoulder! He pinched her 

shoulder and touched her collarbone. 

Not too long ago, the perverted Gu Changye bit her on her collarbone... Now that Bo Hancheng had 

touched it, it began bleeding again! 

“Professor Bo, you’re hurting her!” 

Due to the fact that pain was written all over Luo Zheng’s face, he noticed it all and hence, reminded Bo 

Hancheng. 

Just as he was about to pull Luo Zheng away from Bo Hancheng, 

Luo Zheng yelled at him angrily, “Shut up!” 

Mr. Bodyguard is just pinching me now. If Mubai goes on, the consequences would... definitely be 

terrible! 

“Hah, Sister Zheng, am I hurting you?” 

He chuckled and leaned closer towards Luo Zheng’s ear. 

Luo Zheng clenched her fists with a wry and mirthless smile before turning around again. “No, no, no... 

not at all! How is that possible?” 

She then looked into his gloomy eyes that were cold, austere and terrifying. Her heart skipped a beat 

and exclaimed, “Brother... Brother Cheng! What a coincidence that you’re here too... ” 

“Is it coincidental?” He questioned while remaining still. 

Luo Zheng knew that since he could still stay calm during such a situation... meant that the 

consequences she will face, would be horrendous! 

She smiled and tried to hang her head low. “I think... it’s quite coincidental... ” 

“Unfortunately, I do not think so!” 



Bo Hancheng exclaimed coldly. Glancing at Xi Mubai’s hand that was wrapped around her wrist, Bo 

Hancheng grabbed her hand and pulled it out of Xi Mubai’s! 

He looked at the Gu Family members and said, “I’m sorry but I need some time to handle some family 

matters!” 

 


